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[image: Jagadanand Singh, Bihar State president for the Rashtriya Janata Dal.]
Interview 

‘The BJP is treating politics as a business’: Jagadanand Singh 
Anand Mishra 


[image: In his seventh visit to Tamil Nadu this year, the Prime Minister campaigned for the State’s Lok Sabha candidates in an attempt to garner favour among the electorate.    ]
Election 2024

Narendra Modi’s Chennai roadshow attracts strong crowd 
Saatvika Radhakrishna
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Obituary
 Peter Higgs (1929-2024): A fundamentally modest physicist 

The Nobel Prize-winning physicist proposed the existence of the “God particle” that helped explain how matter formed after the Big Bang.
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Interview

‘People in Bihar do not want MY, they want A to Z’: K.C. Tyagi 
Anand Mishra 


Maharashtra

It is neck and neck in the first phase of election in Maharashtra 
Amey Tirodkar 
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[image: Police personnel check a vehicle at the Lakhanpur border, Kathua district, ahead of the upcoming Lok Sabha election. ]
Election Commission

One nation, one election: A long and winding poll 

The bigger malaise hidden here is the corrosion of a vital independent institution such as the Election Commission.

Nissim Mannathukkaren



Tamil Nadu

Three-way battle in Theni as AIADMK hopes to defend bastion against former party men 

These main candidates share a past with AIADMK, but deep divisions and caste play threaten to rewrite loyalties as the region battles a water crisis.

Siddarth Muralidharan


Maharashtra

‘A pro-incumbency tsunami is coming’: Sudhir Mungantiwar 

Unfazed by the “sympathy factor” for his Congress rival in Chandrapur, the veteran BJP leader says people right now are thinking only about progress.

Amey Tirodkar 



[image: The citizens of the village are forced to travel to other parts of the district due to the inaccessibility of the village, causing them financial losses. ]
Uttarakhand 

Trapped on a lifeline: An Uttarakhand village’s long wait for a bridge 

Residents in Juagwad risk their lives daily on an unsafe trolley after the 2021 Chamoli disaster, and this election season, they want a solution.
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Spotlight
Electoral Bonds

Electoral bonds: Why it is a giant scam 

What the electoral bonds scheme has done is to ensure “ease of doing crony capitalism” and distort the market in a way that amplifies inequality.

Meghnad S
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Bone connection 

Animals inhabited the earth long before we did, and yet we have usurped their space. This series explores our relationship with the non-human beings.

Asha Thadani,Anusua Mukherjee




[image: Hunter from the Mirshikar community, Bihar The Mirshikars are traditionally hunters and trappers of birds and small animals. Spread across parts of north India and Bihar, they are known to have taught the art of hunting to Mughal rulers. The hunters paint their faces and wear feather headdresses and bones to resemble animals and birds—a visual likeness to the hunted counts as an advantage in hunting. They also mimic the calls and scents of birds and animals to trap them. The hunting skills of the Mirshikars point to the centrality of meat consumption in human evolution. After all, the earliest humans were hunter-gatherers.]
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Readers' Comments

[image: A mural of Ambedkar and Periyar, both renowned for their fight against caste discrimination and for true justice in India.]
Did Periyar call for a genocide of Brahmins?


[image: A wild elephant walks through a coffee estate in the Western Ghats.]
Will Forest Conservation Amendment Act of 2023 sound the ‘death knell’ for India’s forests? 







Current Issue
[image: Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) Chief Mohan Bhagwat during the “Samaj Shakti Sangam” event in Ahmedabad on April 14, 2023. ]
Electoral Bonds — The Lede

The totalitarian project behind the electoral bonds scheme 

Beyond trade-offs and extortion, the scheme goes to the very heart of the Sangh Parivar’s long-term goal of an ideological dictatorship.

Paranjoy Guha Thakurta,Abir Dasgupta
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[image: When the skeletons came tumbling out after the Supreme Court demanded full disclosure in the electoral bonds scheme, it did not really surprise anyone.]
Electoral Bonds

Editor’s Note: Electoral bonds, and our tumbledown democracy 

The BJP exudes an almost contemptuous confidence that no revelations can derail its ultimate victory. Where does this confidence come from? 

Vaishna Roy



Electoral Bonds

‘It was not about transparency at all’: Lokesh Batra 
T.K. Rajalakshmi 


Electoral Bonds

Electoral bonds: Why it is a giant scam 
Meghnad S


Electoral Bonds

‘There is a lot still unaccounted for’: Jagdeep S. Chhokar 
T.K. Rajalakshmi 
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